CAREERS I
Senior UX Engineer
Job ID: 0010034
Location: Bangalore, India
Posted Date: December 7, 2016
Description:
As a Senior UX Engineer at HABER, you will work closely with the business and engineering teams to
develop delightful and market disrupting user experiences.
Qualifications:
























Bachelor's or higher degree in design, CS or related field
Three or more years of experience in interaction design for software applications
Exceptional interaction design skills
Experience working across mobile and desktop platforms
Experience with information architecture and content strategy
Ability to take user surveys and create a feedback loop to ensure that UI is beneficial to the
right target audience
Must have a flair for aesthetics
Understand the effect or colors and fonts on people
Look for layered design that can be reused when possible
Evaluate the cost of standard v/s custom usability quirks
Ability to create UI wireframes using tools for LCD/LED/touch screens for industrial use, UI
for desktop or presentation use, access for mobile use
Proficient coding with HTML CSS, Bootstrap, Jquery, Javascript, Angular JS, PHP, NodeJS,
Unity, XCode, Python GTK, QT
Ability to test in various browser and make UI compatible across them
Ability to choose media from retail sites for shared or exclusive use of Haber
Basic knowledge of joining or editing one or more video snippets
Ability to create videos for demos on subjects given
Ability to edit or create images with Photoshop, Gimp, Corel Draw
Should know the use of wordpress and develop web facing UI on it
Ability to integrate with API and contracts from the backend to power the UI and
communicate back and forth
Ability to troubleshoot UI related issues including timeouts or data corruptions at the UI
layer
Ability to create visualization of data (e.g., Reports) that can be understood more effectively
Ability to summarize key points in data using appropriate tools or strategies like reports,
graphs, notifications
Take ownership of the user experience of the products

About Haber
At HABER, we are solving the challenges of tomorrow, today. We are bringing together the best
minds in process, computing and chemistry to develop solutions to address some of the world’s
toughest challenges – water and energy scarcity and sustainability. Over the past few years there has
been an explosion in unstructured data across industry driven by affordable sensing technologies
and adoption of analytical instrumentation. This sudden increase in data has resulted in industries
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spending significant amounts of time collecting, organizing and analysing content and very little time
driving value with the data. HABER is focussed on reversing this trend by helping our customers
spend less time collecting and analysing data and more time using HABER’s platform to drive
efficiency, identify issues before they happen and uncover hidden potential.

Follow us on Twitter @haber_tech or LinkedIn at linkedin.com/company/haber-technologies or visit
us at haberwater.com/careers

To apply for this job, e-mail us at info@haberwater.com

